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In Chapter 10 of The Contemplative Life, Joel recom-
mended eight specific chapters in the writings that all serious 
students of the Infinite Way should study intently and know 
well. He says: “In order to build a consciousness of truth, all 
Infinite Way students should know the following passages as 
well as they know their own names.” Later he said that these 
chapters are of paramount importance to the serious student 
because they contain the answers to almost every individual 
problem that can be brought to the student, including family 
relations, illness, and supply.

This guide features one of these eight important chapters.
Please note: the key passages we have selected are simply 
cues to inspire your own study, which may take you deeper, 
and in new directions.   

Joel’s Eight Important Chapters

• The Infinite Way, Chapter 11 – “The New Horizon”
• The Heart of Mysticism: Vol. V, Chapter 10 – “Break 

the Fetters that Bind You”
• The Heart of Mysticism: Vol. II, Chapter 3 – 

“Protection”
• The Contemplative Life, Chapter 8 – “Contemplation 

Develops the Beholder”
• The Art of Spiritual Healing, Chapter 11 – “The 

Relationship of Oneness”
• Practicing the Presence, Introduction
• Practicing the Presence, Chapter 5 – “Love Thy 

Neighbor”
• Living the Infinite Way, Chapter 4 – “God is One”
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“PROTECTION” 
(PART THREE) 

the heart of mysticism, vol ii 
chapter three

Chapter Highlights*

…To those who are accepting the message of The Infinite 
Way as a way of life, I would like to sum this up by asking 
that you go back and bring your past into your present by 
spending some time during this next month consciously re-
alizing that God’s Grace was your sufficiency in what you 
call your past; and that since before Abraham was, God’s 
government of this universe has been so perfect that nothing 
of a discordant or inharmonious nature can happen to you or 
to anyone else, today or tomorrow.

Pp 36-37

…If you are able to see that the past must become the pres-
ent so that you are able to cover it all with the term I am, I 
am with you, I am with you in the past, I am with you in the 
present, I am with you since before Abraham was, I am is 
the law unto you, has been the law unto you, you will be able 
to take the next step and bring the future right down to the 
present, so that “unto the end of the world” will be embraced 
in your consciousness; the consciousness of the Omnipres-
ence of I am.

…The only time is God’s time—now.

*This Selected Study Guide highlights selected passages from one of the 
eight important chapters followed by related excerpts from Joel’s books 
and transcripts.
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…God’s Grace now is your sufficiency, and the sufficiency 
unto your family and friends and students—and unto all 
who can accept God’s Grace.

Pp 37

…Sometimes secrets so deep and so profound, are revealed 
to us that we are shaken from head to foot, and when this 
happens we learn something not only new, but something 
that must make a drastic change in our lives. Such is the ex-
perience when we realize the nature of punishment and the 
reasons for punishment in our experience.

…To understand that God neither rewards nor punishes is 
an important step in your spiritual development.

…If you have been at all impressed with this statement, you 
have pondered and meditated upon it, and somewhere along 
this line of inner reflection you have come to the realization 
that all of the religious theories which have been taught on 
the subject of punishment have been erroneous, and this it-
self should have made a startling change in your life.

…God is the Self of you, therefore God is the Self of me, 
and if I were in any way to hurt or offend you, to whom is 
my offence directed but to myself ? This clarifies the Master’s 
words: “Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of 
these my brethren, ye have done it unto me:”

Pp 38

…When the Master repeated the age-old wisdom: “Where-
fore all things whatsoever ye would that men should do to 
you, do ye even so to them: for this is the law and the proph-
ets;” he was giving us a principle: unless we do unto others 
as we would have others do unto us, we injure not the others 
but ourselves.
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…In the days to come, when men recognize the great truth 
that God is the Selfhood of each individual, the evil aimed 
at us from another will never touch us, but will immediately 
rebound upon the one who sends it.

Pp 39

…Once the first realization of this truth comes to us we un-
derstand that there is no longer any use concerning ourselves 
with what our neighbor does unto us, but looming large in 
our consciousness will be the realization that we must watch 
ourselves—morning, noon and night we must watch our 
thoughts, our words, our actions, to see that we ourselves do 
not send out anything of a negative nature which would be 
bound to have its result within our own being.

Pp 39-40

…This revelation goes far deeper than that: it enables you to 
see that God is your Selfhood, and that anything of an erro-
neous or negative nature that emanates from any individual 
is given power only in the degree that you yourself give it 
power.

… Your meditation… will result in the revelation of the na-
ture of your true being—of God as the nature of your Life 
and Soul, and in that realization you will see that this is the 
truth of all men, and that the only way and mode of success-
ful living is to understand your neighbor to be yourself.

…the question is often asked: Why is the so-called spiritual 
healing only a partial healing, and why sometimes is it never 
a complete healing?

Pp 40

…First of all, you must understand that there are no degrees 
of Truth. Truth is absolute. God is absolute. God is absolute 
Truth; God is absolute Being; God is infinite, eternal,
immortal, omnipresent perfection. God is all.

Pp 40-41
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…The allness in the infinity and completeness and perfec-
tion of God being established, any measure less than that 
experienced by the patient represents the conditioned state 
of consciousness which makes it impossible to bring through 
or realize the completeness of the activity of God.

…Although the practitioner may be an instrument for a 
complete and perfect healing, the conditioned consciousness 
of the patient does not always allow this to come through.

Pp 41

…For perfect healing the practitioner must abide in the con-
sciousness of God as the infinite all, which means abiding in 
the fourth dimension of life in which no recognition is giv-
en to the pairs of opposites—good and evil, rich and poor, 
moral and immoral, immortal and mortal. In this fourth di-
mensional consciousness, or Christ-consciousness, the prac-
titioner is never aware of someone or something to be healed 
or corrected, but is always aware of the Omnipresence of 
God’s Being.

…the patient should be able to relax with no preconceived 
thought or opinion as to what will take place, and let the di-
vine consciousness of the practitioner have full sway.

Pp 42

…When the practitioner truly rises above the pairs of oppo-
sites to that state of consciousness in which all sense of both 
health and disease are absent, and when any phase of the 
human picture does not bring a reaction which has behind 
it the desire to heal, correct, save, renew or regenerate, then 
in that spiritually illumined state of consciousness the prac-
titioner will bring through greater works.
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…As you approach that state of non-reaction to the world 
of appearances whereby you do not react happily to the good 
appearances, and certainly do not react fearfully or doubt-
fully to the evil appearances, you will do far greater healing 
works, and will be able to impart to those who come to you 
a greater confidence in the great Truth that God is, which 
means that harmony is, perfection is, reality is—and, in spite 
of all appearances to the contrary, good alone is.

Pp 43

Related passages for further study, 
compiled using The Electronic Search Tool.

www.JoelGoldsmithBooks.com/the-search-tool

Search: “the only time”

From The 1953 New Hawaiian Village Series
…Now—I am. All that God is I am. Well here again we 
come to the subject of prayer. Do you feel the truth of this? 
It is this feeling of agreement that constitutes your prayer. If 
you can feel somewhere deep down within you, that all that 
ever will be is now, all that ever hath been is now, all that ever 
will be is now, for now is the only time, the divine harmony 
of God is your being—now. Don’t judge by appearances, will 
you? Let’s not judge by appearances. Let’s not call something 
good and something bad. Withhold your judgment on that, 
and just stay with me on this—spiritually, God is. Spiritually, 
the one Power is; the one Law is.

23 B 1953 New Hawaiian Series  
“God Is”
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Search: “nature of punishment”

From Man Was Not Born to Cry
…God never holds us in bondage to our errors, and if we 
wish to understand the nature of punishment, we must seek 
for that understanding in a different direction, for God 
knows nothing about it. Punishment which is the inevitable 
consequence of wrongdoing of any sort, even that which is 
ignorantly done, is the reflex action of the sin itself. There is 
sin which results in punishment, and there is punishment 
which is a consequence of sin, but they are always together, 
two ends of the same stick. There is no way to sin and to 
escape punishment because they are one, just as the conse-
quence of sticking one’s hand into an electric fan would in-
evitably be the loss of or serious injury to one’s fingers. There 
would be no point in blaming the fan: it is not punishing the 
person in any way. So also there is no use blaming God. God 
is not inflicting any punishment.

Man Was Not Born to Cry 
Chapter 11 – “Breaking the Bonds of Humanhood”

From The 1954 Honolulu Closed Class
… Now, to violate the First Commandment is to bring back 
on ourselves what we call punishment. And so it becomes 
necessary to know the nature of punishment. God never 
punishes—not any time, not under any circumstance, not 
under any condition—God never punishes! You can set that 
down as an absolute rule that since time began God has nev-
er punished anyone. That doesn’t mean that we aren’t pun-
ished, but we are punished by our own action, that is, by our 
own violation of law.

     85 B 1954 Honolulu Closed Class  
“First and Ninth Commandments – From Cosmic View”
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Search: “will never touch”

From The 1958 Adelaide Closed Class
…If you open yourself to a belief in mental telepathy, you 
can pick up all the thoughts of everybody in the world and 
pay an awful price for it, but you will not be suffering from 
their thoughts, rather from your opening yourself to their 
thoughts. If you open yourself only to the Spirit of God, you 
will be free from the malpractice of this world. You will even 
be free from the suggestions that result in colds and grippes 
and flu and all these things that fly around through mental 
telepathy, thought transference. Understand that human be-
liefs never escape from the believer, and then the beliefs of 
this world will not touch you. I may sit here with all the rot-
tenness of the world in my head, but it will never touch you 
if you are sitting there realizing that truth alone is power. Do 
you see that? Truth alone is power. Then lies cannot transmit 
themselves. You have taken the power out of them.

204 A 1958 Adelaide Closed Class  
“How to Heal” part three

Search: “do not send out”

From Showing Forth the Presence of God
…In The Infinite Way, we do not hold good thoughts and 
we do not send out good thoughts. We, however, become 
aware of God’s thoughts within our own being. We let God’s 
thoughts come and we let them go, but we do not direct 
them to any person. Healing takes place within us. Any sense 
of lack or limitation has to be overcome in us. We give it the 
only power it has. When our sense of the illusion is removed, 
it collapses into the nothingness it is. We do not direct the 
treatment or meditation to anybody or any condition. We 
overcome within our own self any belief in the reality or 
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power of evil. We realize within our own being the one pow-
er—that God alone is power.

Showing Forth the Presence of God 
Chapter 4 – “The True Demonstration”

Search: “only in the degree”

From Awakening Mystical Consciousness
…When we individually come to understand this, each one 
of us will be doing some measure of healing work for our-
selves and others. We will be bringing a measure of peace, 
health, and happiness into the lives of others, but only in the 
degree we individually solve the mystery of spiritual power. 
If one individual realizes the nature of spiritual power, he or 
she can bring a degree of harmony to thousands of others; 
but it will only be a degree of harmony. No one can bring 
complete harmony to another. 

Awakening Mystical Consciousness 
Chapter 2 – “Releasing Spiritual Power”

From The 1958 London Open Class
…Healing is brought about when you drop all sense of right 
and wrong and come to the point where you realize: God’s 
will be done and not man’s. Then you’ll find a solution comes 
to the surface. All affairs of the world can be settled in this 
way, only in the degree that we settle our minor affairs first, 
or our individual affairs, and thereby demonstrate that we 
have discovered the nature of spiritual power. Now spiritual 
power is the secret of health, the secret of supply, the secret of 
peace in our relationships. But spiritual power is not a power 
that we use. Spiritual power is a power that we let use us!

228 B 1958 London Open Class  
“Nature of Spiritual Power”
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From Consciousness Unfolding
…As you realize that God, infinite, divine Consciousness, 
is the consciousness of the individual, and is the law unto 
the universe, you take possession of your life, and have some 
degree of mastery over it. Otherwise, you are the victim of 
some particular form of government, of a certain amount of 
dollars, or of germs, infection, or contagion. Only in the de-
gree that you can realize your oneness with God, only in the 
degree that you can realize that you are the very presence of 
God, acting as a law unto your universe, only in that degree, 
can you achieve mastery over your existence! Where God 
is, I am, “I and my Father are one . . . the place whereon [I 
stand] is holy ground . . . If I make my bed in hell,” I, God, 
am there. And that I am is a law unto everything appearing 
as the external universe, or as the universe of effect. To give 
up our fear of anything in the world of effect, is the first step 
in attaining Christ consciousness. Christ consciousness has 
no fear of a disease or of a sin, and It has no dread of it. It 
just says: “Neither do I condemn thee: go and sin no more. . . 
Who did hinder you. . . Take up thy bed and walk.”

Consciousness Unfolding 
Chapter 1 – “God Is Individual Consciousness”
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